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.A bstracr: Ire hare experinienially observed ihe coupling o /a  Blocll wave in U single-line-defect planar photonic crystal arld have 
inupped the dispersion diagram of the leaky mode component of  this nave. The results are in e-rcellent agreen~ent \vilh oltr three 
diniensionaljinite d@rence rinie doniain calculations. 
Elperimental  set-up The planar 
photonic ccs ta l  structure (PPC) 
that n e  are interested in is a 
silicon slab. suspended in air and 
perforated n i th  a ZD triangular 
lattice ol'holes n i th  radius r=0.4a. 
\\here a=530nm is the periodicity 
of the lattice. The thickness of the 
Figure 1. P P C  waveguide with discontinuity in the form of single defect cavity. slab is t=300nm. The waveguide is 
defined as  a row of missing holes. 
In this work we have characterized ivaveguides with discontinuities in the form of a single defect czvity. as shown in Figure I. 
Details on fabrication procedure can be found in our previous publication'. Butt-coupling of a single-mode fiber \vas used to 
introduce light from a tunable semiconductor diode laser into the PPC waveguide. Waveguiding performance was observed by 
visualization of the guiding structure with infrared camera positioned in the plane perpendicular to the sample. This camera \\'as 
used to detect the light scattered in the vertical direction (out of plane loss). In our previous work' we have used similar setup to 
anal\-ze waveguides with sharp bcnds. and \ve have ohsen ed significant out of plane losses when coupling \vas not optimized. 
\\'e have attributed those losses to the leak!. modes ofthr \va\.eguidc. In this work we investigate this phenomena in mors detail. 
I.:\-perirncntal observation of radiated leak>- modes 
Figurc 2. ll 'avelength dcpcndence of the signal detected by the camera. Periodic modulation pattern can be observed. 
In  Fifiire 2 diol\  sifnal detected \vith caniera for different wvelengths of the input. li$it. At nearl? e\c.ry 
\ \ ; I \  elenfth. a clcar periodic intensit! modulation can he seen along the naveguide direction. Periodicity 01' this rnodulntion 
c ro \ \ i  sliorter ;I> tlie dillcrencc bct\\ecn the \ \avc len th  and 1500nm grous larger. in eiiher direction of' thc ua\elcngth. 
I lot!er-c.r. I'or clcn_rtlis in tlic range ( I495nnl. 1jOSnmJ lhis  modulation intensit? has nearly disappeared. I t  is imponant in 53)- 
t1i; i t  the iiiodiilxion paitcrn shown in Fieurc 2 \\as dttcctcd trhore the sample surface. that is. at dil'fercnt tncal distance lrom the 
Normalized Prnpagation Constant ( p a ' x )  
Figure 3. Calculated (black solid lines) and experimentally 
obtained (nhi te  dots in d a r k  gray region) dispersion diagram 
for the TE-like modes of the PPC naveguide. >Iode profiles 
for some modes a re  also shoan.  
one used to image the surface of the sample (Figure I). We 
have used the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to extract the 
information on the spatial periodicity of the modulation 
pattern. for each normalized frequency a.'A. The results of 
the FFT analysis of  the esperimental results are overlaid 
onto calculated theoretical results and are presented in 
Figure ;. The black solid lines in this figure represent 
results from our 3D FDTD simulation. The region shown in 
dark gray color is the result of the FFT - the normalized 
propagation constants detected from the experimental 
results are represented by white dots for each normalized 
frequency. I t  can be seen that our experimental results are 
in a \-cry _good agreement with the 3D FDTD simulations. 
Experimental results show the presence of a small stop- 
band around a >. =0.353. as predicted by 3D FDTD 
analysis. This mini stop band corresponds to the 
wavelength range (149jnm. I505nm) in which no periodic 
modulation pattern was observed (Figure 2). Therefore. we 
can conclude that the periodic modulation detected by 
camera is due to the coupling of the light from the esternal 
light source into the leaky modes of the waveguide. 
Bloch mode propagation of light in photonic crystals 
In order to check this hypothesis we have 
modeled. using 3D FDTD code. waveguide sections closed 
U ith PPC at both sides. The launched nave is a Bloch mode consisting of t\vo components. one of which iscguided and the other 
\\ hich has a propagation constant close to 0 and is leaky. The standing \va\-e formed by the interference of the leaky mode with 
itself is responsible for the periodic pattern that \\e observe. This is very similar to the situation that we have in experiment 
\\here Lvaveguide sections are closed with cleaved facet at one side and single defect cavity at the other side. In our esperiment 
cavity acts like mirror since its rigen-mode frequency (a  i=0.326) is outside the frequency range probed in the experiment (dark 
Eray region in Figure 2 )  and therefore light in the Lvaveyide cannot couple to the cavit). mode. Due to the memory limitations of 
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Figure 4. I'rcquenc! dependence of the I', 
romponcnt of the Pointin:! \ector. result of 3 D  
~ I ) l ~ l ~  :ind! sis. Periodic modulation pattern is 
formed al)o\e the surface o f the  sample. 
the computers used in the simulations. modeled waveguide sections 
were about 6 times smaller than the actual structures tested in the 
experiments. The wiveguide sections were excited tvith dipole source 
of fixed frequency. 
In Figure -1 n e  show t h e  P, components of the Pointing 
vector at about l!m aho\e the sample surface. for three different 
normalized frequencies. Clear periodic -modulation pattern. very 
similar to the one o b s m e d  in the experiment (Figure 2) can be seen. 
The periodicit? of the inodulation panern shows the same trend with 
respect to the frcquenc! of lizht as in thr experiment - for 
frequencies belo\\ the mini stop band. the spatial periodicity grows 
larger as the frequcnc! increases. >loreover. the spatial protile (not 
shown hsre) o t  the mode escited in the waveguide has the same 
s\-rnmetr\- s the leal?- e l  mode (Figure 3). thus conlirming our 
hypothesis ot'couplinp the light into the leaky modes ol'the structure. 
In conclusion. \\e ha\ e experimentall! obtained the 
dispersion diagarn of the leal! modes in the planar photonic cr\.stal 
wavepide for the \vavelengths from 14-10 nm to I500 nm. A small 
stop band. around i.= I 500nm is also dctected. The experimentally 
obtained results are in 1 - e ~  good agreement with our 3D FDTD 
calculations. 
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